


плавает 
даже при загрузке

We have been looking forward to this moment and now we 
are ready to present the Tinger to the whole world! The power 
of an all-terrain vehicle and the size of a quad bike. That is how 
you can briefly describe our new all-terrain vehicle, which 
created quite a furor in the world of off-road machinery.

Tinger 5 in 1 can replace quad bikes, snowmobiles, swamp 
buggies, tractors and boats. This is essentially the same as the 
multifunctional Tinger vehicles but is much more mobile and 
maneuverable. Smoothness and ease of operation combined 
with its small size allows the Scout to easily glide through the 
forest, even in very densely wooded areas.

Tinger
The power of an all-terrain vehicle and the size of a quad bike.

It comes equipped with 380 mm armored caterpillars which 
have already been tested so many times on our other vehicles 
and have perfectly proved they are capable of exploiting any 
terrain. We have reduced the weight of the vehicle to maintain 
minimum pressure on the ground and even greater stability and 
function.

Price. This is a very pleasurable moment. Compared to a quad 
bike, the price of the Tinger Scout makes it too good to turn 
down. Just take a look at its array of useful features and you’ll 
see that it is clearly superior in every way.



плавает 
даже при загрузке



There is a Tinger terrain vehicle in front of you. It is 
a universal vehicle that is completely indifferent to the 
kind of terrain it’s going to be driven on. It can replace 
several types of machinery at once: snowmobiles, 
swamp buggies, quad bikes and even boats and 
tractors. One vehicle instead of five!

step into the unknown with tinger

The vehicle feels comfortable in any location, even 
in the most extreme conditions. At the same time it 
combines superb exterior styling with easy operation 
and reliable functionality.

You can adjust the desired level of amenities and 
extras, based on your desires, needs and capabilities

a 5-in-1 vehicle

swims with full load

can cope with
any terrain

a wide selection 
of a available options



high reliability

ideal for any climate

made in Russia

low service and 
maintenance costs

Exemplary Reliability

The mere fact that our ATVs are made in 
Russia is a sound argument for reliability. 
There is no other place with such harsh and 
diverse climate and that means every ATV has 
to be built like a tank so that you can rely on it 
even in the most extreme environment. We 
know your life can depend on it and we build it 
with that in mind. 

Russia’s environment is ideal to test Mars 
rovers and we take pride in our vehicles as it 
calls for our engineering team to be at level 
with NASA. You think Mars is harder than 
Siberia? We will give Matt Damon our ATV if he 
grows potatoes there.



corrosion-
resistant durable 
HDPE plastic

reinforced 
structure

operating temperatures 

from +40° to -40° C

Conquer the Elements

Tinger is a practical and reliable option for 
year-round recreation, even in deep winter. The 
ATV can cope with snow thanks to its tenacious and 
durable reinforced tracks. It is ideal for hunting, 
fishing and other outdoor activities.



accommodates
2 people

waterproof top

Yesterday’s river barrier  
is today’s waterway

traverses deep 
water barriers

There is no place Tinger W8 cannot go. Even rivers are no longer 
obstacles. Yes, this ATV is not afraid of the water - it will power through 
any river or lake. If desired, it can be equipped with an optional outboard 
motor. Combine that with a top frame and removable top and you got 
yourself a cosy yacht for the most comfortable fishing experience.



Recreation in comfort

The Tinger is a practical and reliable all-season 
option for family vacations and other trips. The ATV 
can cope with snow thanks to its tenacious and durable 
reinforced tracks.

The large amount of usable space on the roof as 

well as the presence of the front and rear trunks will 
save you from the problem of where and how to 
carry all that necessary equipment. With Tinger you 
can bring what you want and go where you want.



Unleash your potential

Winter is not only a time for an invigorating holiday, but 
is more often an endless struggle against the snow. This 
activity is extremely unpleasant and long, everyone knows 
that. But a Tinger with snow blades will turn this normally 
hard task into something exciting and fun that any member 
of the family enjoy. You’ll soon enjoy watching your kids 
fight for the chance to clear away the snow.



Variants

A big part of our operation is customer feedback, we listen and 
fulfil their requests which results in a large range of accessories 
and makes our ATVs unique. A winch, a snow plow, rubber 
tracks,an autonomous cabin heater, additional light sources, 

power sockets, tools and many more to suit your particular needs. A 
cost-effective solution that allows you to configure a vehicle to 
your requirements.

KEY FEATURES

Clearance 

Crawler width

Length

Width

Height, height with frame

Dry weight

Load-carrying capacity

Tractive effort

Tow bar load

Number of passengers (on land/water)

Ground pressure

Operating temperature

Octane rating

tinger          

300 mm 

380 mm

2 400 mm

1 340 mm 

1300 mm/1900 mm

580 kg 

300 kg 

250 kg

90 kg

2/2

0,045 kg/sm3 

-40˚...+40˚ C

АИ 92



EQUIPMENT



Interior lighting (from 12V power outlet)

Optional front LED lighting

Rear folding seat

Locker under rear seat 

Skid plate

Bullbar

Bullbar with Transom

Electric winch with snatch block

Ice screw

Snow plow

Interior independent heater

Front seats with backrest

Front ergonomic seats

Rear handles 

Mesh-pockets 2pcs/set 

Frame under top, with windshield

Frame under top, with windshield and heater

Top (Black/khaki)

Windscreen wiper

Seat belts for front seats

Front trunk (installed only with frame)

Rear trunk over the engine compartment (installed only with frame)

Bilge pump

Pilot Light

Tow hitch (with rear bracket)

Toolbox (for basic operation) 

EQUIPMENT






